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Abstract Access control models play an important role in database management
systems. In general, there are three basic access control models: Discretionary
Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC), and Non-Discretionary
Access Control (NAC). Currently, the majority of commercial DBMSs provide only
DAC, and some temporal access control models have been derived based on either
DAC or NAC. In the context of video database applications, since the structure of
video data is complex in nature, it requires a specific and tailor-made access control
mechanism which should include MAC as well as DAC and NAC. However, only
few efforts have been put on access control models for video database systems. In
this paper, a transitive and temporal access control mechanism for collaborative
video database production applications has been proposed, which subsumes the
properties of DAC, MAC, and NAC. Moreover, our proposed mechanism is
integrated with the intellectual property concerns by constructing an access control
hierarchy of video data with authorization rules. In particular, our mechanism can
derive novel authorization rules not only on conventional client-data access control,
but also on data–data access control. Besides video data, the proposed model is
applicable to other data types which exhibit a hierarchical data structure.
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1. Introduction

Research on access control models was started several decades ago but the specific
topic on Role-based Access Control (RBAC) model has just been investigated in
recent years [1, 4, 5, 11–21]. In general, there are three basic access control models:
Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control (MAC), and Non-
Discretionary Access Control (NAC). DAC is identity-based and access is defined
for every user. MAC is object-based and access is granted only when both the user
and data object have corresponding clearance levels. NAC is role-based and access
is granted according to the roles of the users. Currently, the majority of commercial
DBMSs provide only DAC. Due to the popularity of the Internet, the requirements
of access control for some advanced database applications have been rapidly
changing.

Recently, some temporal access control models [3–5] have been derived based on
either DAC or NAC. These models concentrated on the temporal effects on user/role
relations. In the context of video database applications, since the structure of video
data is complex in nature, it requires a specific and tailor-made access control mech-
anism which should include MAC as well as DAC and NAC. However, only few
efforts have been put on access control models for video database systems [2, 6, 7].
Furthermore, video production (including editing) activities involve the collabora-
tion of groups of video producers/editors. This may involve complicated security
issues in the collaborative work [19–21], especially for developing collaborative ap-
plications based on cross-organizational and collaborative nature of business [9, 10].

This paper proposes a transitive and temporal access control mechanism for col-
laborative video database production applications. The proposed mechanism is
combined with the intellectual property concerns by constructing an access control
hierarchy of video data with authorization rules, which are based on groups, ses-
sions, roles and users. In particular, the mechanism can derive authorization rules
not only on client-data access control, but also on data–data access control. Besides
video data, the proposed model is applicable to other data types which exhibit a
hierarchical data structure.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the
related work. Section 3 gives an overview of the proposed collaborative video
production database system. Section 4 presents the access control mechanism as well
as the access control hierarchy and the intellectual property concerns. Experimental
prototype and implementation issues are discussed in Section 5. And finally, Section
6 concludes the paper and suggests future research directions.

2. Related work

Bertino et al. [6, 7] proposed a content-based hierarchical access control model for
video database systems. This multi-level access control model combined a video
database indexing mechanism with the hierarchical organization of visual concepts.
The model defined authorization objects for video elements, which can include
semantic clusters, sub-clusters, video scenes, video shots, video frames, and the
salient objects. Therefore, users can access video elements at different levels of
quality (i.e., granularity levels) according to their permission. The authors focused



on the construction of the access control hierarchy by the video analysis and feature
extraction techniques, by which the hierarchy considered individual video sources
separately. However, video production usually involves several processes and
teamwork, which may result in the construction of high-level (logical) video
programs possibly composed of different raw video sources. Moreover, their work
did not consider the latent access control that can be derived from the multi-level
video data hierarchy. In this paper, by contrast, our proposed access control
mechanism complements these deficiencies through classifying access controls with
the intellectual property concerns, and by providing data–data authorization rules.

Aref et al. [2] have developed a video database research platform, which is
embedded with a content-based access control mechanism. Their video database
management system consists of three layers: object storage system layer, object
relational database management layer, and a user interface layer. However, their
access control mechanism is directly based on streaming video, in which there is no
data access management for the specific layers.

3. Collaborative video database production: an overview

Existing media production tools and methods require tightly coupled community of
users to create media content from the processes of capture, editing, and reuse of
media streams. These tools make media content accessible and manipulable with
limited access control. Besides motion pictures studios, special interest groups of the
Internet users lack a secure platform to share their video captures for later prod-
uction and storage. In this section, the architecture of this type of video database
production application with the proper access control is introduced and the as-
sociated data structure is proposed to facilitate this collaborative work.

3.1. Architecture

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our proposed collaborative video database
production system. The Video Production Client consists of groups of collaborative

Fig. 1 Architecture of the proposed collaborative video database production system



users who are involved in the various video production processes: Video Producer
and Video Editor, Scientist, and Cameraman. In the Video Schema Hierarchy
(VSH), video-related structures are classified into Raw Schema, Structural Schema,
and Semantic Schema. Groups of Cameramen produce raw video streams and store
them into the Raw Schema. Groups of Scientists, who may possibly be programmers
and mathematicians, store their algorithms and procedures into the Raw Schema,
which will then be used to build the Structural Schema. Finally, groups of Video
Producers and Video Editors initiate sessions for the construction of the Structural
Schema and the Semantic Schema. They can invite Scientists and/or Cameramen to
be observers during their sessions. Each level of the VSH is associated with the
corresponding access rights (i.e., Raw Access, Structural Access, and Semantic

Fig. 2 Data structure of the proposed collaborative video database production system



Access). Since there are co-relations between levels of VSH, authorization rules of the

Access Control Hierarchy can be transitive.

3.2. Data structure

Figure 2 shows the data structure used in the proposed collaborative video database
production system. For the Video Production Client, the notions of Group, Session,
Role, and User are used to model collaborative participants through the process of
Duty Assignment. In the Raw Schema, raw videos are imported and stored in the
Video Stream (in fact, references are often used to locate the external raw videos),
and algorithms are stored in the Function repository. The Function repository plays
an important role in the construction of the Structural Schema, within which each
process can have a number of associated algorithms. Therefore, the same raw video
can be processed several times using various Video Segmentation algorithms. After
the process of Video Segmentation, a raw video is segmented into a number of
segments/shots. With the Keyframe Extraction component, keyframes can be
extracted from the segments and shots. The extracted keyframes will then go through
two processes: Frame Segmentation and Feature Extraction. Therefore, MBRs
(Minimum Bounding Rectangles) and low-level visual features can be obtained. With
the set of visual features, visual object can be recognized and reasoned out. For other
relevant data structures such as moving objects, they can be modeled by combining
visual objects, temporal information among keyframes, and/or spatial information
from MBRs.

Besides the Structural Schema, logical and semantic concepts can be attached to
the video data. Segments are dynamically grouped together to form a scene, and the
scenes can then be clustered by other scenes. This type of human-oriented process
may likely be very subjective, collaborative teamwork is therefore necessary.
Similarly, Semantics Construction, Semantics Annotation, and Semantic-Visual
Mapping require collaboration as well.

3.3. Access flow

Figure 3 shows the access flow of the proposed collaborative video database
production system. At the beginning, the process of User authentication and
authorization masters the gateway to the system. After passing through the check
of the security gateway, a list of authorized and corresponding sessions is available
for the user to join. If the user refuses to join any session, s/he should possess the
role of administrator or coordinator in order to start the process of video database
and session management, else the system will terminate.

After the user has chosen to join an authorized session, the corresponding data
objects of that session are retrieved and checked by the authorization rules. In the
case of passing through the check of the authorization rules successfully, access
modes will be assigned to the data objects. Otherwise, the system will terminate.

When the valid data objects are retrieved, the access control mechanism can start
to retrieve transitive session objects. This iterative process of retrieval will continue
until the transitive session objects cannot pass through the check of the autho-
rization rules. Then, the user can start the process of video production, which is
monitored by the object tracking module.



4. Access control mechanism

Access control management can be integrated into database systems by defining a
set of authorization rules. In general, an authorization rule is a triplet <S, O, M>,
where S represents the subject/entity trying to access the object O by using the
access mode M. The authorization rules centralize the access control by linking the
subject (e.g., user, role, or group) and object (i.e., the data) together [6, 7].

Fig. 3 Access flow of the proposed collaborative video database production system



4.1. Definition of authorization rule

In our proposed access control model, an authorization rule is a quadruplet <S, O,
AM, P>, where S is a set of Subject entities that want to access a set of object entities
O and AM = {A:M} is a set of Access-Mode matrix and P � PV [ PTð Þ represents a
set of Predicates which specify conditions and constraints for the entire tuple.

4.1.1. Subject & object

Subject entities can be groups, sessions, roles, users and the data. In order to
eliminate possible conflicts, the set S of Subject entities is restricted to be group-
based (i.e., group, group–role, group–user–role), session-based (i.e., session, session–

Fig. 4 Access control levels of the video schema hierarchy

Fig. 5 Access-mode matrix



role, session–user–role), and data-oriented (i.e., data objects stored inside the
Video Schema Hierarchy). For group-based and session-based Subject entities, we
classify them into Client C. For data-oriented Subject entities, they are catego-
rized into Video Structure V, Semantic Structure H, and Function F. Hence
S � C [ V [H [ Fð Þ.

In general, a static group is useful for users management, while a dynamic session
is used to manage collaborative tasks. In real situations, a user may belong to a fixed
number of static groups and any number of dynamic sessions. We make the as-
sumption that all tasks involved in a video database production system are
collaborative. Although there could be only one user to complete a task, he should
form a session to allow others to access his work at a later stage.

However, the Object set O can only be data-oriented. It is a set of video-related
data objects (i.e., O � V [H [ Fð Þ, Video Structure V, Semantic Structure H, and
Function F ). Thus, our authorization rules can be defined in the form of Bclient-

Table 1 Client–data authorization rules, with subject S, object O, and access-mode matrix AM

Transitive

predicate

Temporal

predicate

SchLevel

constraint

SchLevel

accessible

Permission

constraint

Temporal

constraint

Priority

N N O.SchLevelQ

AM.SchLevel

O.SchLevel N N 4

Y N O.SchLevelQ

AM.SchLevel

O.SchLevel O.SchLevel to

AM.SchLevel

N 3

N Y O.SchLevelQ

AM.SchLevel

O.SchLevel N Y 2

Y Y O.SchLevelQ

AM.SchLevel

O.SchLevel O.SchLevel to

AM.SchLevel

Y 1

Table 2 Data–data authorization rules, with subject, object O, and access-mode matrix AM
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Temporal
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SchLevel

accessible
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constraint
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Priority

N N (S.SchLevel>
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¦(S.SchLevelQ
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S.SchLevel N Y 1

Y Y (S.SchLevel>

O.SchLevel)

¦(S.SchLevelQ

AM.SchLevel)

S.SchLevel to

O.SchLevel

S.SchLevel to

AM.SchLevel

Y 2



data’’ specification and Bdata–data’’ specification. Therefore, implicit access control
of data from one level to another can be derived. In the case of video production,
one level of data is constructed from another level, except for the Raw Schema. For
other cases, a system administrator can predefine the Bdata’’ hierarchy in order to
have implicit and automatic access control assignments.

Client. As mentioned above, a group-based and session-based Subject set can be
represented by Client: C �(CG[({CGi:CRj}|CGi2CG$CRj2CR)[({CGi:CUj:CRk}|
CGi2CG$CUj2CU$CRk2CR)[CS[({CSi:CRj}|CSi2CS$CRj2CR)[({CSi:CUj:CRk}|
CSi2CS$CUj2CU$CRk2CR)). For a static group CG, the definition is CG={CGi,{CRj :
CUk}} where CGi is a group instance with a set of role–user associations {CRj :CUk},
with CRj and CUk being a role instance and user instance, respectively. For a dynamic
session CS, the definition is CS = {<CSi,{CRj:CUk,Pj:k},Pi >} where CSi is a session
instance with a set of role–user associations {CRj:CUk,Pj:k} and a set of predicates Pi

with CRj and CUk being a role instance and user instance, respectively; furthermore,
(CRj:CUk) has a particular set of predicates Pj:k.

In general, there is a set CR of standard Roles, CR ¼ CL
R [ CC

R [ CO
R

� �
, where CL

R

is a set of coordinators who are leaders among groups or sessions, CC
R a set of con-

tributors who are responsible for contributing their work to the groups or sessions,
and CO

R a set of observers who can only read the content but can give comments to
the groups/sessions. Roles are used to manage access modes of clients. In order to
support additional user-defined role types based on these standard roles, CL

R, CC
R and

CO
R have their own priority levels. However, within a group or a session, there

Fig. 6 Static group management



should be only one coordinator with the highest priority level. This is very important
for critical events and decision-making processes (e.g., creation, modification,
deletion, communication, and member invitation) in a collaborative environment.
For example, for the event of deleting a piece of data within a session, the contributor
only requires the permission from other contributors who have the same or higher
priority levels, instead of from the coordinators, observers, or contributors who have
lower priorities. Nevertheless, the actual acquisition of permissions from different
role types (e.g., coordinators in this case) depends on the specific application domain.

In addition, with an attribute of effort distribution (for contributors only), we can
evaluate the intellectual property (IP) among contributors within/among session(s).
In particular, there is no IP for the roles of coordinators and observers, and the
summation of IP among all contributors should be less than or equal to one. For
example, a manager has a role of coordinator, but he has also made some contribution
to the task, hence he should have two types of roles: coordinator and contributor.

Video structure, semantic structure & function. The data structure for collaborative

tasks (i.e., Video Structure V, Semantic Structure H, and Function F) is a 9-tuple:

<TaskId, TaskName, TaskDesc, SchLevel, SessLnk, LocLnk, CreateDt, IsFinalized,

{SrcLnk}>. TaskId is used to uniquely identify the data structure of the collaborative

task, TaskName stores the name, TaskDesc stores the description of the task, and

SchLevel stores the level of the Video Schema Hierarchy. SessLnk is a link pointing

to the session object, which stores the information of the collaborative clients.

Fig. 7 Dynamic session management



LocLnk is the actual storage location of the data structure, and it can be an object

pointer or an external link (e.g. video streams can be stored externally). CreateDt

denotes the creation date and time, and IsFinalized is an indicator to mark whether

the data is available for public access. SrcLnk stores the link pointing to the source

of the data. When other groups/users want to access this data, they may need to

acquire sufficient access permission from all its sources. This can be done by checking

the access permission from the authorization rules, and sending requests to the source

owners.

The Video Structure is defined as V � VR [ VS [ VK [ VM [ VF [ VOð Þ, where
VR represents Raw Videos, VS represents Segments/Shots, VK represents Key-
frames, VM represents MBRs, VF represents Visual Features, and VO represents
Visual Objects. The Semantic Structure H is defined as H � HS [HF [HMð Þ, where
HS represents Scenes, HF represents Semantics, and HM represents Semantic-Visual
Maps. The Function F � FVS [ FKE [ FFS [ FFE [ FORð Þ includes a set of algorithms
and procedures for Video Segmentation FVS, Keyframe Extraction FKE, Frame
Segmentation FFS, Feature Extraction FFE, and Object Recognition FOR.

There is a possibility that a user may specify improper authorization rules, which
may allow a low-level video related data object (e.g., raw video stream) to be able to
access its relevant (or may be irrelevant) high-level video related data object (e.g.,
segments generated from this raw video stream). Therefore, an assumption is made
for the construction of the data–data authorization rule: S.SchLevel>O.SchLevel.
Figure 4 shows the access control levels of the Video Schema Hierarchy.

Fig. 8 Collaborative user management



4.1.2. Access-mode matrix

The access-mode matrix AM={A:M} forms the central component of our access
control model, where A denotes the Access Control, and M the Operation Mode.
Access control & operation mode. The Operation Mode is defined as M2{MX, MR,

MW, MD}, where MX, MR, MW, MD are the execute mode, read mode, write mode,

and delete mode across levels of the Access Control Hierarchy, respectively. For

each mode, it can be divided into more specific levels. We use the superscript R to

indicate that the mode is at the Raw Access Level, the superscript V to denote that

the mode is at the Structural Access Level, and the superscript H to denote that the

mode is at the Semantic Access Level. For example, MX 2 MR
X ;M

V
X ;M

H
X

� �
,

MR 2 MR
R;M

V
R ;M

H
R

� �
, MW 2 MR

W ;M
V
W ;

�
MH

Wg, and MD 2 MR
D;M

V
D;M

H
D

� �
.

The Access Control is defined as A=AR[AV[AH, where AR 2 MR
X ;M

R
R;

�

MR
W ;M

R
Dg represents operation modes at the Raw Access level of the Access

Control Hierarchy, AV 2 MV
X ;M

V
R ;M

V
M;M

V
D

� �
�AR represents operation modes at

the Structural Access level plus the corresponding operation modes from the Raw
Access level, and AH 2 MH

X ;M
H
R ;M

H
W ;M

H
D

� �
�AV represents operation modes at the

Semantic Access level plus the corresponding operation modes from the Structural
Access and Raw Access levels. For example, an access-mode matrix may be AMi ¼
AV:MX ¼ MV

X ;M
R
X

� �
, yet another may be AMj ¼ AH:MR ¼ MH

R ;
�

MV
R ;M

R
Rg. The

Composite Access Operator, ], allows users to specify access control from one level
to another level. Figure 5 illustrates the Access-Mode matrix in a tabular way.

Fig. 9 User role management



4.1.3. Predicate

The Predicate is defined as P � PV [ PTð Þ, where PV represents valid-time
predicates, and PT represents transitive predicates. A predicate P can be found in
the specification of authorization rules, sessions, and role-user relations within a
session. It is used to specify constraints and/or conditions for special cases of access
control. For example, we can define, with the access-mode matrix, an authorization
rule for a group to access a particular level of data if and only if this group has
gained the permission from the source level of the data. Therefore, together with
the specification of the predicate, we can accommodate pending authorization
control, and no extra effort is needed at the application program level. Another
example is that a session can be defined with a valid duration of life for a specific
task by the temporal constraints [3–5].

Predicate for authorization rules. When specifying authorization rules, we can

categorize the predicates into two types: rule-dependent, and client-dependent. For a

rule-dependent predicate, we are interested in the temporal constraints of the rules

(e.g., the rules are valid only before or after a specified date), and whether the rules

are transitive or non-transitive (e.g., the data–data authorization rule allows to access

from one level of object to another level of object). In the specification of a subject–

object authorization rule, it can be defined as client–data and data–data access

controls, so it is necessary to provide an explicit way to determine the transitive nature

of the rules. For a client-dependent predicate, it can be used to create pending

Fig. 10 User authentication and authorization



authorization rules for clients; therefore, the rule is valid if and only if it acquires

sufficient access permission from the specified clients.

Predicate for specification of clients. When specifying sessions and session–role–

user relations, we are interested in their temporal constraints. Therefore, we can

specify valid duration of life for a specific task by the session"s predicate. We can also

temporarily block some users_ activities during the video production process by a

session–role–user"s predicate.

4.2. Mastering authorization rules

In our proposed access control mechanism, there are three kinds of access control
properties that can be defined: Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory
Access Control (MAC) and Non-Discretionary Access Control (NAC). DAC can
be realized by a client–data authorization rule, whose subject S is: ({CGi:CUj:CRk}|
CGi2CG$CUj2CU$CRk2CR)[({CSi:CUj:CRk}|CSi2CS$CUj2CU$CRk2CR), where CGi

is a group instance, CSi is a session instance, CUj is a user instance, and CRk is a role
instance. NAC can be realized by a client–data authorization rule, whose subject S
is: ({CGi:CRj}|CGi2CG$CRj2CR)[({CSi:CRj}|CSi2CS$CRj2CR), where CGi is a group
instance, CSi is a session instance, and CRj is a role instance. In addition to NAC,
subject S can be defined as: CG[CS, where CG is a set of groups and CS is a set of
sessions. For the property of MAC, it can be realized by validating both client–data
and data–data authorization rules for the corresponding clearance level. Therefore,

Fig. 11 Join an authorized session



next steps are how to define authorization rules and how to deal with a set of
authorization rules.

4.2.1. Authorization rule and constraint

For the client–data authorization rules, there are four kinds of combinations with
regard to the values of the transitive predicates and the temporal predicates. In
Table 1, the values of the predicates are omitted and represented simply by Yes (Y)
and No (N). These rules allow the clients (i.e., Subject S � C) to access the data
(i.e., Object O) governing by the constraints such as schema level constraints,
permission constraints and temporal constraints as shown in Table 1. Schema level
(SchLevel) constraint ensures the schema level specified in the Access-Mode matrix
AM not higher than the schema level of the Object O. Permission constraint is the
core of the client–data authorization rule with which the client should acquire
sufficient permission in either one of the following situations: (1) no permission is
required (denoted by N) or (2) acquisition of permission is demanded from the
schema level of the Object O to the schema level specified in the Access-Mode
matrix AM (i.e., O.SchLevel to AM.SchLevel). In the case of both schema levels are
the same (i.e., O.SchLevel==AM.SchLevel), it means the rule allows the client to
access the Object O without the need of any permission. Temporal constraint is used
to specify the lifespan of the authorization rule. After validating the rule and its
constraints, the client is able to access Object O governed by the accessible schema
level. Table 1 also shows the priorities of the client–data authorization rules.

Fig. 12 Video segmentation during the process of video production



For the data–data authorization rules, there are four kinds of combinations with
regard to the values of the transitive predicates and the temporal predicates as well.
Similarly, the values of the predicates are omitted and represented by Yes (Y) and
No (N) in Table 2. These rules allow the data (i.e., Subject S � V [H [ F) to access
another data (i.e., Object O) governing by the constraints such as schema level
constraints, permission constraints and temporal constraints as shown in Table 2.
Schema level (SchLevel) constraint is used to ensure the schema level of the Subject
S higher than the schema level of the Object O and the schema level specified in the
Access-Mode matrix AM not higher than the schema level of the Subject S.
Permission constraint is the core of the data–data authorization rule with which the
Subject S could access the Object O in one of the following situations: (1) the rule is
non-transitive and access is denied (denoted by N) or (2) the rule is transitive but it
requires acquisition of permission from the schema level of the Subject S to the
schema level specified in the Access-Mode matrix AM (i.e., S.SchLevel to
AM.SchLevel). If both schema levels are the same (i.e., S.SchLevel==AM.SchLe-
vel), that means no acquisition of permission is required. However, if there exists a
similar but non-transitive rule, the Subject S cannot access the Object O finally. As
the validation of a data–data authorization rule is originally triggered by a client–
data access, the permission constraint is logically and dynamically transformed from
data–data to client–data in the end. Temporal constraint is used to specify the
lifespan of the authorization rule. After validating the rule and its constraints,
Subject S is able to access Object O governed by the accessible schema level. The
priorities of the data–data authorization rules are shown in Table 2 and the

Fig. 13 Construction of scene and semantics during the process of video production



priorities of the client–data authorization rules are superior to that of the data–data
authorization rules.

4.2.2. Processing authorization rules

When a user CUj tries to access an object instance Om, the access control mechanism
obtain a set of session–user–role associations {CSi:CUj:CRk} and a set of group–user–
role associations {CGi:CUj:CRk}. Session CSi is the key linkage between CUj and Om,
where CUj belongs to CSi with a set of roles CR, and Om is owned and accessible by
CSi. Thus, the authorization rules with subject CSi and object Om are validated first
and then followed by those authorization rules with subject {CSi:CRj}, {CSi:CUj:CRk},
CG, {CGi:CRj} and {CGi:CUj:CRk}. The valid-time restrictions of the authorization
rules (incl. client–data access and data–data access) and the clients (incl. session and
session–role–user associations) can be validated by the temporal predicates which
are specified in <S,O,AM,P> and <CSi,{CRj:CUk,Pj:k},Pi>, respectively.

The second type of validation is to check whether the client CUj needs to acquire
permissions from the source objects, i.e., CSi_s parent sessions {CSp} that own the
source objects for the construction of the object instance Om (ref. Section 4.1.1 for
{SrcLnk} of the data structure of collaborative task) by comparing the schema level
of the object instance Om and the access schema level specified in the access mode
specification. This validation can be figured out by checking whether the client CUj

belongs to the parent sessions {CSp} by {<CSp,{CRj:CUk,Pj:k},Pp>}, whether the client
CUj can access the source objects by <S,O,AM,P>, or whether the object instance

Fig. 14 Visual object and spatio-temporal data specification during video production process



Om can access its source objects transitively by <S,O,AM,P>. This type of iteration
will proceed until no further requests (ref. figure 3).

4.3. Scenario and intellectual property

In the case of video production, if there is a cameraman who contributes a video
stream to the system, a new session (e.g., CSi) will be formed with two roles (i.e.,
coordinator, and contributor with IP = 1) attached to the cameraman. If there is a
group of cameramen who contribute a video stream to the system, a new session
(e.g., CSj) will be formed and each of the cameramen should be assigned with the
role of contributor, with IP assigned by negotiation (the negotiation process can be
taken by a separate communication module) or by dynamic IP estimation (ref.
Section 4.3.1). One of the cameramen should be assigned to be the coordinator by
negotiation too. Both cases (i.e., CSi and CSj) will create Raw Video objects (e.g.,
VRi by CSi, and VRj by CSj) and which are stored into the Raw Schema. Meanwhile,
an authorization rule for each session will be generated by mapping the session
object (e.g., CSi) to the Subject, with a raw video object (e.g., VRi) being the Object.
These sessions can also predefine who can access these raw video objects either by
adding roles of observers in their sessions or by creating extra authorization rules
with the potential groups/sessions being the Subject. In order to have a strict access
control model, authorization rules are used to validate whether the clients can
access the data object with read and/or execute modes. But for more critical access
modes (e.g., write and delete), both the validation of the authorization rules and the

Fig. 15 Raw session and task management after object tracking



validation of the data object itself will be performed. As a result, our model
subsumes the properties of DAC, MAC and NAC [3–5].

For the scientists (e.g., groups of programmers and mathematicians), they store
their algorithms and procedures in the Raw Schema of the Video Schema Hierarchy
(VSH). The role and IP assignment strategy for a scientist is the same as that for
cameraman. A video producer and video editors can form a session in order to
construct the Semantic Schema of VSH. The video producer should have two roles,
viz., coordinator and contributor. Each of the video editors should have the role of
contributor. Again, IP distribution is negotiated or estimated among the contrib-
utors. However, this session (e.g., CSk) should gain sufficient permission from the
corresponding data sources (e.g., V and F). This can be done by adding a pending
authorization rule with a predicate specifying the request. After granting the
permission to this session, the predicate will be removed. Otherwise, this rule will be
kept to prevent mischievous pranks.

For the sessions mentioned above, they can predefine a number of observers.
Thus, within a group/session, there are different types of roles, which have different
sets of access modes. In general, a coordinator CL

R can access data by the modes of
{MX, MR, MD}, a contributor CC

R can have the modes of {MX, MR, MW, MD}, and an
observer CO

R can have the modes of {MX, MR}. Only contributors can have write
mode due to the need to centralize the contribution of the work and to evaluate
their effort distribution for IP. For other roles such as administrators, they are out of
the scope of a collaborative video production process, hence their discussions are
omitted from this paper.

Fig. 16 Structural session and task management after object tracking



4.3.1. Dynamic IP estimation

Distribution of intellectual property (IP) can also be estimated by our proposed
mechanism. A module has been developed to keep track of the objects being
created and/or being manipulated in any session. A coordinator can dynamically
define a set of weights, W � WS [WO [WMð Þ, for one session where WS ¼
WR

S [WV
S [WH

S

� �
represents a set of weights assigned for the raw schema type

WR
S , structural schema type WS

V, and semantic schema type WH
S ; where

WO ¼
�
WVR

O [WVS
O [WVK

O [ W VM
O [ W VF

O [ W VO
O [W HS

O [ WHF
O [WHM

O [WFV
O [

WFK
O [WFF

O [WFE
O [WFO

O

�
represents a set of weights for such object types as raw

video type WVR
O , segment type WVS

O , keyframe type WVK
O , MBR type WVM

O , visual
feature type WVF

O , visual object type WVO
O , scene type WHS

O , semantics type WHF
O ,

semantic-visual map type WHM
O , video segmentation function type WFV

O , keyframe
extraction function type WFK

O , frame segmentation function type WFF
O , feature

extraction function type WFE
O , and object recognition function type WFO

O ; and where
WM ¼ WC

M [WE
M

� �
represents a set of weights for the operation modes such as

create operation WC
M, and edit operation WE

M.
In brief, contribution of a contributor can be measured by the number of objects

s/he created and/or manipulated. With the adjustable sets of weights for different
types of data objects, schema and operation modes, further estimation can be made
and varied according to the requirements of the session and in light of the
coordinator_s point of view. Hence, distribution of the intellectual property can be

Fig. 17 Define a quadruplet authorization rule <S, O, AM, P>



estimated semi-automatically and dynamically from a quantitative approach to a
qualitative approach. The IP measurement of a session, in turn, can be applied to
several sessions whenever the sets of weights (esp. weights for cross sessions e.g.,
weights for schema types) are well defined.

Given N number of contributors involved in a particular session (say, k), the
estimation of the intellectual property of a particular contributor i in session k is:

IPik¼
�X

j

�
Cik

j �Wk
Oj �WCk

M þ Eik
j �Wk

Oj �WEk
M

�� �XN

i¼1

X

j

�
Cik

j �Wk
Oj �WCk

M þ

Eik
j �Wk

Oj �WEk
M

���1�� j 2
�
VR [ VS [ VK [ VM [ VF [ VO [HS [HF [HM [ FVS [

FKE [ FFS [ FFE [ FOR

�
; where Cik

j and Eik
j represent the number of objects with

type j created by contributor i in session k, and the number of objects with type j
manipulated by contributor i in session k, respectively, Wk

Oj represents the weight of
the object type j in session k, WCk

M and WEk
M represent the weights of the Bcreate’’

and Bedit’’ operation modes in session k, respectively.
Given N number of contributors involved in a finite set of subsequent sessions

{k}, the estimated intellectual property of a particular contributor i among sessions

{k} is: IPi ¼
P

k

IPik �Wk
s

� �� �
PN

i¼1

P

k

IPik �Wk
s

� �� ��1

, where IP ik represents the

intellectual property of the contributor i in session k, and Wk
S represents the weight

of the schema type of session k.

Fig. 18 Access denied by the temporal predicate of the authorization rule



5. Experimental prototype and implementation issues

We have implemented our proposed transitive and temporal access control model
into one of our experimental prototypes, viz. VideoMAP+ [8]. VideoMAP+ is a video
database management system which provides a platform for video segmentation,
keyframe selection, construction of scenes and semantics, specification of visual
objects and the associated spatio-temporal data, and visual feature extraction. We
distinguished the processes of video database production and introduced the concept
of collaborative task into VideoMAP+. The new prototype (namely, VideoAcM)
embedded with the collaborative access control was developed using MS Visual C++
and NeoLogic NeoAccess Object-oriented Database Engine, upon MS Windows.

In a collaborative environment, users can belong to a number of groups and
sessions. Within a group or a session, a user can have several roles. A session offers
a virtual workplace for a cluster of users to do a common task. In VideoAcM, a task
is defined in a session in order to keep track of the objects created/manipulated by
the users. Objects involved in a task can then be brought into another session for
further processing. Therefore, the scope of the authorization rules can be defined to
a cluster of objects rather than individual objects. Those objects being considered
for object tracking are: video, segment, frame, scene, semantics, visual object and
spatio-temporal feature. A tradeoff exists between the performance and the
granularity of access control; therefore, a user can access some objects such as
keyframes, and in turn, s/he can also access the associated composite objects (e.g.,

Fig. 19 Access denied by the transitive predicate of the authorization rule



visual features). The access control of groups, sessions, roles, and users can be further
restricted by the temporal predicates as well. Figures 6, 7, 8, 9 demonstrate the
processes of video database and session management of the proposed system such as
static group management (ref. figure 6), dynamic session management (ref. figure 7),
collaborative user management (ref. figure 8), and role management (ref. figure 9).
Figure 10 shows the process of user authentication and authorization. The GUI dialog
shown in figure 11 allows the user to join an authorized session. Figures 12, 13, 14
illustrate the processes of video production with object tracking, which include video
segmentation (ref. figure 12), construction of scene and semantics (ref. figure 13),
and visual object and spatio-temporal data specification (ref. figure 14). Figures 15
and 16 list the objects being tracked by the process of object tracking in the raw
session (ref. figure 15) and in the structural session (ref. figure 16). Figure 17 displays
how to define an authorization rule in VideoAcM, in which the rule composes of
subject, object, access mode and predicate. Figures 18 and 19 demonstrate the access
control invalidated by the temporal predicate (ref. figure 18) and the transitive predicate
(ref. figure 19) in our proposed access control model. A complete video demonstration
is available from http://www.cs.cityu.edu.hk/~shermann/Work/work.html.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we have proposed a transitive and temporal access control mechanism
for collaborative video database production applications. Traditional authorization
rules are specified by the client–data access control mechanism (where a client can be
a group, role, and user). In our model, specifications of authorization rules by both
types of client–data and data–data access control are allowed. Moreover, our model is
combined with the Discretionary Access Control (DAC), Mandatory Access Control
(MAC), and Non-Discretionary Access Control (NAC) models. In addition to the
combined features of the proposed model, an innovative transitive and temporal
access control mechanism has been incorporated into the proposed data model as
well. With the predefined hierarchical levels of data, our model can be applied to
further domains other than video database production. Another feature of our system
is to organize production tasks together with the Intellectual Property (IP) estimation.
Through our proposed mechanism, access control and IP can be systemically
managed. For our subsequent research, we are investigating other types of appli-
cations whose characteristic scenarios involve the type of client–client access control.
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